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Chris Millar's debut show delivers it many times over
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Message in a Bottle, a solo show of paintings by Chris Millar, is on view at Truck Gallery through March 18.

Chris Millar's Heads I Made (2006), in Message in a Bottle. 
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- - -
Chris Millar is a young Calgary painter who is smart, funny, sharp of wit, enormously talented and a natural-born satirist.
Pay attention to his Message in a Bottle, the first solo show he has tossed into the swirling currents of the art world. It 
comprises just eight paintings, made during the past three years. They are very nearly his entire output since he got his 
groove: typically each painting takes him several months to complete. And all except two were sold before his debut opened 
to collectors in Calgary, Toronto, Chicago, New York and Denmark.
How did he get from "Today Calgary, tomorrow the world?" TrepanierBaer Gallery took Millar's work to Madrid last month to 
show at ARCO, one of the biggest art fairs in Europe, and had to bring back sold paintings for this show. For a 29-year-old 
artist such success might be head-turning, but Millar says he doesn't want to loose his edge. True to form, while his dealers 
were away in Spain, he was at work on a small painting, Heads I Made (2006), which lampoons his dealers, the gallery 
system, the commercialization of art, the art world's notions of success, and the rollercoaster careers of artists who make a 
big splash before they start to drown in a tidal wave of bad work.
Millar's paintings are jam packed with images and texts, dialogue, jokes, puns, double entendres and jibes, and each 
painting has an absurd over-the-top fiction to impart. Heads I Made is set in 2010. In the painting, Millar fantasizes about a 
Calgary exhibition of the work of Evan Penny -- the Toronto sculptor who shows at TrepanierBaer and recently joined one of 
the most prestigious contemporary art galleries in New York -- which shows him on the downward slide. By 2010, Penny's 
work has landed near the bottom, where he is making kitschy bust portraits of weirdos few collectors would tolerate in their 
living rooms.
At top left, showing a lot of skin, art dealer Trepanier lounges in a black leather vest and leopard-skin thong on a heart-
shaped bed, while beside him lies a toppled crown with a bleeding eyeball impaled on each of its spikes. Baer appears 
entirely covered up by a bear suit knitted by sculptor Luanne Martineau, another TB artist the gallery took to Spain.
The exterior of the gallery, dubbed "Trapping Bear Gallery & Galleria," shows up in the middle of the picture. At lower right, 
there is a counterfeit Penny sculpture in low relief that's startlingly realistic, like a real Penny, except it has come to life. And 
on the edges of the painting there are little objects made of paint that seem to have leapt out as if the canvas couldn't contain 
them.
Across the top edge, a freestanding mini billboard exclaims "Check Out. Hot. Whoa.," pointing to a banner for www.trepanier-
boudoir-pics. A "Cran Frequent Client Card," a reference to gallery artist Chris Cran, hangs from the bottom. The life-size 
card works like the ones that get you a free cup of coffee after all your numbers have been punched. Here, the free Cran 
goes to Homer, the mascot of a baseball team, and just the kind of kitsch image that provides Cran with source material for 
his own paintings.



And the references go on. The tan character caressing Trepanier's leather socks, which remind him of the seats in his '76 
Cordoba, is Retardo Montalban. The TV reporter-cum-critic shoving a mic at Penny and asking questions in "artspeak" is a 
black woman with purple hair. Other paintings are peopled by an East Indian man mistaken for Santa Claus, space aliens, 
Andy Warhol, a bog person and a running Asian man in a Vietnam war scene who has been sliced in half vertically like a 
Damien Hirst cow.
All this is cheeky to the max -- the artist is an equal opportunity giver of offense -- but the Puckish Millar, who has the alert, 
amused look of a boy waiting for the punchline, can somehow get away with it. When he satirizes Penny, who like himself 
went to the Alberta College of Art and Design and got his start in Calgary, Millar might as easily be pondering his own future, 
or that of any other artist. Heads I Made will give Calgary art world insiders some fun, but it's not meant to demean anyone. 
Millar examines the art system with Swiftian glee and perhaps covers his own confusion and trepidation about what it means 
today, when contemporary art is a global, billion-dollar industry, to be an artist.
A message is buried deep within each of his paintings, Millar says. And the paintings are layered with reverberating 
associations. The list of works on view at Truck includes a precis of the story in each one, but the blurbs hardly scratch the 
surface of the ridiculous adventures that Millar renders in loving, lavish, obsessive detail. As Millar puts it, "the paintings are 
about people who have bad ideas and are determined to carry them out." The overarching theme thus becomes that of the 
human imagination and human folly, and the life of the artist is always somewhere underneath.
Counterbalancing the inspired lunacy of the stories is the unorthodox beauty of Millar's paintings, especially the most recent 
ones, Sandwich Maker (2005), T'was (2005), Dang De-nang (2005) and The Dream Maker (2005-2006). In some ways, 
Millar is a contemporary illuminator, a word and picture artist whose increasingly jewel-like colours recall medieval 
manuscripts and Indian miniatures, even as his characters summon an updated, ironic Hieronymous Bosch. In other ways 
he is like a cartoonist turned decoration-obsessed fabulist, though there is no mistaking his work for cartooning.
It's true that Friend (2004), the earliest work in the show, does relate the misadventures of Captain Kirk, Dr. McCoy and Mr. 
Spock of the Star Trek crew in the panel grid of the comic-book format. But from there the imagery of the work breaks out of 
the grid and becomes more organic with every painting, while the painted space becomes more and more complex. The 
stories and dialogue come first; Millar writes them down and then sketches them out.
The paintings themselves are marvellous, layered in depth and built up so that their images occupy physical positions in 
space, not as the result of collage but of hundreds of layers of clear gel and paint painstakingly applied with a 20-odd-hair 
000 brush. The surface of a Millar painting like The Dream Weaver, one of the show's best, is a wonderful, dense 
environment in which to go exploring.
Millar's idiosyncratic created universe, full of misfits and misdeeds, is one a boy would revel in and the work is full of links to 
his childhood. As a kid Millar would tell stories into a tape recorder, borrowing from Indiana Jones and Dave Sim's graphic 
novel Cerebus: The Aardvark, and spin fantastic yarns about Peter Pan for two boys he babysat. Because the boys fought 
over who would be Peter, Millar created stories about Peter and Peter Cyborg, often leaving his listeners unable to sleep 
after they'd heard his bedtime stories. When it's suggested to Millar that his work might be dubbed "boy art," the artist, who 
worries about money and keeping the day job (in a toy store) that supports his night shift in the studio, smiles broadly. "Yeah, 
it is boy art," he says.
"I'm trying to get back to that place where everything about your life was fun. I'm trying to get back that kind of playfulness and 
fun . . . trying to one up your last painting, develop new techniques . . . The images are always about trying to create 
something with intense density."
Amen.
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